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This series of record albums has proven to be of interest to the folklore departments of several universities half way around the world. La Rena’s lovely contralto voice, learned in her childhood days, excites the imagination and paints a picture in words as her song unfolds.

La Rena has the largest and most varied repertoire ever collected and recorded by a single traditional singer. The old songs are researched by Edith Fowke. These songs, dating back over the centuries, include old ballads, lumbering songs, sea chanties, contemporary and bawdy folk rock pieces. And no two albums are alike.

A ninth generation Canadian, daughter of Benjamin Le Barr and Mary Frances Watson, La Rena was born in the cedar shingled home built by her grandfather John Edward Le Barr on the shores of Black River near Pefferlaw, Ontario, Canada.

She sings the old songs as her ancestors sang them before her, and will be the first singer in the world to record a traditional collection from a family tree so rare and so old. International recording artist and composer La Rena is now working on her thirteenth album and will record her entire collection. She can be heard over radio, TV and in concert in many countries. La Rena was the first Canadian traditional singer to have a long playing record on an English label—Topic Records.

Priced at $6.95 each, these records are a collector’s dream.

12T140  A Canadian Garland (Topic)
QC 903  Songs of an Ontario Family
QCS1311 Heritage of Folk Songs
LCS 106  Family Legend in Song
LCS 107  Canada’s Traditional Queen of Song
LCS 108  Authentic Canadian Folk Symbol
LCS 109  Canadian Folk Songs With La Rena
LCS 110  Canada at the Turn of the Sod
LCS 111  Canadiana Coast to Coast
LCS 112  La Rena sings for Country Folk, Vol. 2